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ABSTRACT 
The work begun in Paper I is continued here. Two more classes of maximal rank-l 
spaces of matrices are identified. One is another class of spaces formed by extending 
full factor spaces. The other, which applies to Boolean (0, 1) matrices only, is a class of 
maximal rank-l spaces which contain no full factor spaces as subspaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A chain semiring 54 is a linearly ordered set with minimum and maximum 
elements (denoted 0 and 1 respectively, 0 # 1) and two operations defined as 
follows: a + b = max(a, b} and ab = min{a, b}. The set of m X n matrices 
over S is denoted by Am,,(s). See Paper I [l] for other basic definitions. 
In Paper I, we saw a method for extending the full left factor space !8” 
[l, Definition 3.71 generated by u to the maximal rank-l space [l, Definition 
3.21 m3,. We called this extension space the u-space [l, Definition 3.61 in 
d,.(s). We observed that when max ui = 1, %3, is the only maximal rank-l 
space containing % “. But if max ui < 1, we saw that %” c mu,, where v is 
any scalar factor [l, Definition 2.11 of u, and in general ‘!83” # m,, This 
provided us with many different maximal rank-l spaces containing %?” when 
max ui < 1. Here we present another method for extending full left factor 
spaces to still other maximal rank-l spaces, the (u, i)-spaces, denoted !XG”, i 
(Definition 3.1) in dmn(s). 
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A third method for constructing maximal rank-l spaces is introduced. This 
method applies to Boolean (0, 1) matrices only. Unlike the previous spaces, 
these maximal rank-l spaces contain no full factor spaces (Example 5.1). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Recall the following from [I]. 
DEFINITION [l, Definition 2.111. In the product 
[a I bl -$- [ 1 
(or in the sum axt + byt), if there exists i, j, k, and 1 such that max(ai, yj) 
< min(ak, bi, yl, x .), then we say that a, and yj are trapped in conjunction. 
Similarly, if rnax(di, xj> < min(bk, a,, x1, yj), we say that bj and xj are 
trapped in conjunction. 
It is important to note that a pair of entries which are trapped in 
conjunction must be from a and y or from b and x in the sum 
axt+by’=[a 1 b] $ 
[ 1 
LEMMA [l, Lemma 2.121. Zf a, b E S” and x, y E S”, then the product 
[a I bl f I 1 
is of rank 2 if and only if it contains a pair of entires which are trapped in 
conjunction. 
DEFINITION [l, Definition 3.41. Suppose s is a chain semiring with 
Dedekind completion D. Let u E D” with the property that u # 0 and if 
ui z max uk then ui E S. Then u is a generator over sm. Let B, = {b E 
S” : bi = max b, or bi > ui}; then B, is called the left factor set generated 
by u. 
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DEFINITION [l, Definition 3.51. Suppose u is a generator over s’, and 
b E S We say bi is a trapper subject to u if bi > ui. We let t, equal the 
value of the largest trapper of b if b contains a trapper, and we let tb = 0 
otherwise. 
Generally, “Subject to u” is suppressed because the generator u is 
normally clear from the context. 
We begin with an analog of t,. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose u is a generator over s”. Let ug = max uk < 
1 and b E ST”. For k = 1,. . . , m let 
0 if u k = use, 
0 
‘cbk) = 
if uk < uk, 
b 
k if Uk <b, <IL,,, 
Ucl if Uk<Uo<bk, 
and let s,, = max s(b,). 
It is easily seen that st, < uO, sb < t,, and s,~ < (YS,, for all (y E $$. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 5 be a chain semiring and u a generator over s’, 
with maximal element u0 < 1. For each i = 1,. . , m, let 
B,,i = {b E ?f?: 6, < uO Vkfi,andVk,bk>,ukorbk=maxbbl,}. 
B,, i is called the ith factor set generated by u. 
B, is the set of all scalar multiples (scalars from !%) of vectors from $Zm 
which absorb u [l, Definition 2.11. The set B, i has the added restriction that 
the ith entry of a vector in B, i is the only entry which is allowed to be larger 
than max uk . Thus B, i c B, for each i. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let S; be a chain semiring and u a generator over srn 
with max uk < 1. For each i = 1,. . . , m let 
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THEOREM 2.4. If S is a chain semiring and u is a generator over TG”’ 
with max uk < 1, then X,,i is a rank-l space in d,,,,(S). 
Proof. Let u be a generator over sn’ with ua = max uk < 1. 
Clearly 0 E X,, i, 
We first prove that ‘XU, i is closed under multiplication by scalars. For let 
B E X, i and (Y E 5. Then B = byt, where b and y have the properties 
given in Definition 2.3. Then aB = (cub)( a~)~. It is easy to check that 
ab E B, i. 
By Definition 2.3, for all j, yj > s,,. This implies that ayj > US\, > s,~. 
Finally, max b, = max y. implies max LYE, = max ayj. 
Therefore, aB E E,, i t r: at is, 2,, i is closed under scalar multiplication. 
Next, we show that EP,i is closed under addition. We start by showing 
that the sum of two nonzero matrices from S, i is rank-l. 
Assume not; then there exists a, b, x, and y such that axt, byt E Suj and 
a, b, x, and y have the properties given in Defintiion 2.3, but axt + byt is 
not rank-l. This implies, by [l, Lemma 2.121, that two entries in 
are trapped in conjunction. Without loss of generality, suppose ak and yj are 
trapped in conjunction. This means that there exist r and s such that 
max(a,, yj> < min(a,, b,, ys, rj). We will consider two cases. 
Case I: Suppose uk < uO. Since ak is trapped, we know that ak < 
ma aP. so, by the defintion of B,, i, ak > uk. But ak trapped also implies 
b, > ak. Hence b, > uk. Since uk < u,,, Definition 2.1 implies that s(b,) = 
min(bk, u,). Thus, sb > min(bk, u,). If min(bk, u,) = b,, then yj 2 s,, 2 
b,. This contradicts the assumption that ak and yj are trapped in conjunc- 
tion. Therefore min(bk, uo> # b,, that is, ua < b,. By the definition of B,, i, 
therefore, k = i. This implies that max up # a,. So, by the definition of B,, i, 
max aP < ug. We also have uk < u,, < b,. This, in turn, implies s(b,) = uO, 
giving us sb > ~a. Therefore, max up < s,, < yj, which contradicts the fact 
that ak and yi are trapped in conjunction. 
Case II: Suppose uk = uO. In this case we show that it is impossible 
for ak to be trapped. Since we are assuming ak is trapped, we know that 
ak < max aP, so, by the definition of B, i, uk > uk = uO. Therefore, max aP 
= a,, since a, is the only entry in a allowed to be larger than uO. This implies 
k z i, which, in turn, implies b, < u,, = uk < uk. Therefore ak is not 
trapped. 
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In both cases we get a contradiction to the assumption that ak and yj are 
trapped in conjunction. So the sum of two nonzero matrices from EU, i must 
be rank-l by [l, Lemma 2.121. 
Now we show that E’,, i is closed under addition. Let A and B be two 
matrices taken from X “, i. If either is 0, then their sum is certainly in 5X u, i, 
so we will assume that A and B are nonzero. Suppose A = ax’ and 
B = byf, where a, b,x, and y have the properties given in Definition 2.3. 
Then 
Let (wpq> = A + B, suppose wkl is a maximal entry in (wPq). From above, 
we know that (wPq) is rank-l, so by [l, Lemma 2.31 
where 
WlZ 
A+B= 
[ 1 f [wkl W ml 
Wll 
d= ; 
i 1 and zt W ml 
. . . 
Wkn] = dZt, 
So that maximal entry is wkl = ak x1 + bk yI. Without loss of generality, 
suppose ak xI > b, yl; then wkl = ak xl. Since max up = max xq and wk[ is 
maximal, wkl = ak = xl. But by our factorization, wk[ = dk = zl, so dk = zl 
= wkl = ak = xl and they are maximal entries in their respective vectors or 
matrices. They are also at least as large as any entry in b or y, 
Now we show that d E B, i. 
If 1 Q p < m then x1 = a; > up and 
d, = Wpl = apxl + b,y, = up + b,y,. 
If up =ak, 
ak, then d, 
thenaP~bbpy2,sodp=ap=ak=dk=maxd,.Andifap< 
= up + b, yl > up > up, since up # max a,. Therefore d, = 
max d, or d, > up. 
If p # i then al, Q u0 and b, B uo, by the definition of B,,i, so 
d, =ap +b,y, Q u. + uoyI = uo. Therefore d E Bui. 
Now we show that dzt E E “. i. 
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Since dzt is a canonical factorization of A + B, we have max d, = 
max zq. 
If sd = 0, then clearly zj > sd for all j and hence dzt E E,, i. 
So let sd # 0. If uk < ua and the largest entry d, > uk, then sd = 
min(dk, uO) by definition 2.1. But d, = uk, the largest entry in a, so s, = sd. 
Therefore, since x y > s, for all q, we have 
Z ‘I = l_lQ 9 = ak x9 + bk Y9 =x,+~~~~~>.x~~s,=s~. 
This implies dzt E 5, i, so we can also assume that d, < uk or uk = ua. 
Since we are assuming that sd # 0 and that either d, =G uk or uk = uO, 
by Definition 2.1 there exists a p z k such that up # ua, d, > up, and 
S d = min Cd,, uo>. Now, 
d, = Wpl =a,x/+bpy~=ap+bpyc (2.1) 
therefore aP > up or b, yl > up. 
If 1 < q < n, we know that 
z 
9 = X9 + b,Y,. (2.2) 
All that is left to show is that z4 > min Cd ,uo) = sd. 
Since A, B E 5, i, we have xy > s, an CT yy > s,,. If up > b, yl, then 
(2.1) gives US d, = ap, which implies up > up, and since up # ug, we have 
min (a,, u,) = ~(a,). Therefore, from (2.2) we have 
So if a > b, yl, we have dzt E S,,i. 
If JpYI > ap’ then (2.1) gives us d, = b, yl, so the fact that d, > uI, 
implies that b, > up. And by our choice of p, ur, # u”, so min(bp, ua) = 
db,) < sb. 
Before proving z’, >sd when b,yl>a,, we show that b, > yq. Con- 
sider three cases: 
case I: b, = ak; 
case II: bk < uk; and 
case III: uk < b, < ak. 
These three cases suffice, because if neither case I nor case II holds, then 
b, # ak and b, 2 uk. But we have shown that, without loss of generality, we 
can assume that ak is a maximal entry in all of a, b, d, x, y, z, and A + B, so 
uk ,< b, < ak if I and II do not hold. 
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Case I: Since b, = uk, the largest of all entries, we have b, > yq. 
Case II: By the definition of B, i we have b, 2 uk or bk = max b,. In 
this case b, < uk, so b, = max b,, since b E B, i. But by the definition of 
%,,i, ma b, = ma ys, sobk=maxb,=max y,>y,. 
Case III: In this case we consider two subcases. 
Subcase (a): Suppose u0 < b,. Then uk < u0 ,< b, < ak. By the de% 
nition of B, ir the only entry of a allowed to be larger than u,, is the i th 
entry,sok=i.ButbEB,ialso,soforallr#i=kwehaveb,~~,~bk. 
Therefore bk = max b,, and again we have bk = max b, = max ys > yq. 
Subcase (b): Suppose bk < uO. Since uk Q b,, we have uk # u,,. Also 
uk < ak. Since ak = dk, we have u k # u,, and uk < d,. But we showed 
earlier that d, < uk or uk = ua. 
Therefore b, > yq. 
If b, yl > up, then from (2.2), 
zq =Xq+bkyq=xq+yqByq>sb>min(bp,u,) 
2 min(bpy2,u,) = min(dp,uO) =sd. 
Therefore, for all q, zq > sd, we have dz’ E Z “, i. n 
Throughout the rest of this paper we shall adopt the convention that S is 
a chain semiring with De&kind completion D and u E ID” is a generator 
over sm. It is to be understood tha uk is the kth entry of U, a generator over 
S”, even if no mention is made of u, or 5% 
Recall [l, Definition 3.71 the fiZZ Zef factor space 
BU = {( cx”)x”: a~swithcu<u,,, xE~“withmaxaui=maxxj. I 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf max uk < 1, then 8” G $,, i for all i. 
Proof. Let u0 = max uk < 1 and A E B,, then A = axt where a = 
au for some LY E s and axt is the canonical factorization of A. Since 
a = au, we know ak Q u0 for all k, and either ak = uk or else ak = max up. 
Therefore a E B, i. 
Since ak Q uk for all k, s, = 0 and so xj > s, for all j. 
Since axt is canonical, max a - max xj. 
Therefore A E EUu.i for all i.’ - 
DEFINITION 2.6. If max uk < 1, then for each i = 1, , m let 
c”,i = {c E S” :ci=maxcpandVkck>ukorck=maxcp}, 
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and let 
'u,i = { 
czt:c E C,,i, z E Sin, max ck = max .zj,andVjzj at,}. 
The set C,, i is the set of all scalar multiples of vectors which absorb u 
and have their largest entry in the ith position. 
Recall [l, Definition 3.61 
‘zu, = (by’:b E B,,y E S”, max bi = max yj, and Vj yj > t,,}. 
LEMMA 2.7. Zf max uk < 1, then u,,i is a rank-l space. 
Proof. It is clear that 0 E U “, i. 
Let A,Z?~U,,~,whereA=ax~,B=by~,anda,b,x,andysatisfythe 
requirements of Definition 2.6. 
Let CY E S. Since U, i c azu,, crA E Ezu,. But a, > up for all p implies 
cxai > aa for all p, so cyu E C, i. Since this is the only new restriction 
imposed 6 y the definition of IIU,‘i over the definition of au,, we have 
a A E U u i. Therefore Il u i is closed under scalar multiplication. 
Since iz, i G %Ju,, A 4 B is 0 or has rank 1. So there exist d E Sn’ and 
z E S” such’that dzt is the canonical factorization of A + B. Since mu3, is a 
rank-l space, we know that A + Z? E Bu,. There is only one extra condition 
which must be satisfied to show that A + B E Ll u i. That condition is 
di = max d,. 
We are given that a, b E C,, ir so a, = max up and bi = max b,. But for 
some 1, d, = a,rl + bi yl; thus di = aixl + bi yl > apxl + b, yl = d,. SO 
A + B E Il,,i, and U,,j is a rank-l space. n 
LEMMA 2.8. Let max uk < 1. Zf B and C are nonzero, with B E %u,i 
and C E U,,i, then B + C is rank-l. 
Proof. Suppose u is a generator over 55”’ with ua = max uk < 1. Let 
B = byt and C = czt, where b and y satisfy Definition 2.3 and c and z 
satisfy Definition 2.6. Then 
B + C = [b 1 c] 
If no entries of [b 1 c] are trapped, then B + C is rank-l by [l, Lemma 2.121. 
So we can assume that some entry in [b Ic] is trapped. 
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Suppose b, is trapped by ck and b,. Then b, # max b,, and by the 
definition of B, i, b, > uk. This implies ck > uk, so ck is a trapper. 
Therefore t, > ck . But by the definition of U “, i, zj > t, for all j, so no entry 
in z can be trapped in conjunction with 6,. 
Suppose ck is trapped. Then since ci = max c,, we know k # i and ck is 
trapped by ci and b,. As above, ck # max c, implies ck 2 uk, so b, > uk, 
since b, traps ck. Now, k # i implies b, < u. by the definition of B,, i, so 
uk < b, Q uo, which implies s,, > s(b,) = b, But by the definition of 5,, i, 
!/j 2 ‘b for all j, so yj > 6,. Therefore no entry in y can be trapped in 
conjunction with ck. 
t 
Since no entry in u 
[I 
t 
can be trapped in conjunction with an entry in 
[b 1 c], B + C is rank-l ty 1, Lemma 2.121. n 
LEMMA 2.9. The set LX”, i + U,,i is a rank-1 space. 
Proof. SinceOE5,jnU,i,wehaveOE.%U,i+U,i. 
We must show that all’elemenis of 5ZU, i + II,, i are eithe; 0 or rank-l, 
and we must show that x “, i + U “, i is closed under scalar multiplication and 
under addition. 
An arbitrary element of X, i + U u i looks like B + C where B E S, i 
andCEU,,i.IfBorCisO,then B+CisclearlyOorrank-l,since8,i 
and U,, i are rank-l spaces. If neither B nor C is 0, Lemma 2.8 implies 
B + C is rank-l. 
Since n,, i and 12, t 
scalars, so is %, t + llu’i. 
are closed under addition and multiplication by 
Therefore al, i + Ul, i is a rank-l space. n 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let ‘zu,, i = Z,, i + U,, i. The space %JU, i is called a 
(u, i) space in Am,(s). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let u0 = max uk. If u P sm, and there exists a p # i 
such that up = uO, then i is said to be exceptional (subject to u). 
So i is not exceptional if and only if either ui is the unique largest entry 
in u or u0 E s. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let .S be a chain semiring, u a generator over S” with 
max uk < 1, and suppose i is not exceptional. Then %3,, i is a maximal rank-l 
space. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.9, we need only show maximality. For ease of 
notation, suppose u1 > .a* > u,. If (Y E s with (Y < ui, there exists u1 - 6 
E s with cr < ui - E < ui, for if u1 E S, then u1 - E = u1 works, and if 
ui e $5, the result follows from the fact that u, E 113, the Dedekind comple- 
tion of S. Likewise, if ui < CY then there exists ui + E E s such that 
ui < ui + & < cr. 
Suppose that for all A E %Z, i + U, ir the matrix A + D is 0 or rank-l. 
We now show that D E 5,,i +‘U,,j. ’ 
Since 0 E S, i + ll u i, we can assume D + 0. It must be true that D 
is rank-l, for otherwise O’+ D is not rank-l. Let D = dvt be the canonical 
factorization of D. 
If d E I?,, i, then d satisfies the conditions to place dvt in S,, i G ZU, i + 
II u i, so we can assume that v does not satisfy the conditions of the definition 
of 5X” i. Since dvt is canonical, max d, = max uq, so we assume that there 
exists ) such that VJ < sd. This implies that sd # 0, so there exists k such 
that uk < min(dk, u,) = .sd < ul. This makes both uk and UJ strictly smaller 
than ui, so there exists u1 - E E S such that max(u,, uj) < ui - E < ui. 
Let b = (u, - E)U and yt = [ul - E,. . . , u1 - F]. Then byt E a,,{, but 
b, (= u,) and uj are trapped in conjuction in the sum byt + dvt. This is a 
contradiction, so d and v satisfy the conditions of XU, i. In this case, 
therefore, D E %, i g 5, i + Uui 
Suppose d E Bi i. Either there exists k # i such that d, > u1 or else 
there exists k such that d, < uk and d, # max d,. 
Suppose there exists k such that d, < uk and d, # max d,. By assump- 
tion uk < ui, so there exists u1 - 6 E 5 such that d, < u1 - E < ul. Since 
u is a generator over s” [l, Definition 3.41, ui-6 E s, and 0 < ur - E < ui, 
we have (u, - E)U E B,. Since dvt is canonical, there exists j such that 
9 = max d,. Define a E S” and x E sfl as follows: Let a = (u, - E)U, let 
xq = ui - E for q #j, and let xj = d,. Then ax’ E Vu c 5E,,i (Lemma 2.5). 
But d, and xj are trapped in conjunction in the sum ax’ + dvt. This 
contradicts our assumption that the sum is rank-I. Therefore, we can assume 
that there exists k z i such that d, > ul. We choose k so that d, = 
max p#i dp. 
Suppose d GE C,, i. We showed above that assuming there exists a p such 
that d, < up and d, # max d, leads to a contradiction. Therefore di < 
maxd,=max r ~ i d, = d,. Define b E S” as follows: Let bi = d,, and let 
b, = up for p z i. Since i is not exceptional, b E B,,i. Since ui < d, , there 
exists ui + E E s such that ui < ui + E < d,. Since the factorization dvt is 
canonical, there exists j such that vj = d,. Define y E sn as follows: Let 
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yj = ui + E, and let yy = d, for q # j. Since s(b,) = 0 for p # i, we have 
s,, = s(bi) = ul. So yy 2 s,, for all q, and since max b, = d, = max yq, we 
have byt E E”u,i. But di and yj are trapped in conjunction in the sum 
by’ + dvf. This contradicts the fact that A + D is rank-l for all A E 5, i 
+ U u i. Therefore, d E C, i. 
Because we are able to assume d E C, i, we have di = max d We are 
still able to assume that there exists k # i such that d, > u,, an d then we 
choose k such that d, = max I, + i d,. Putting these together, we have u1 < 
d, < di. 
If v satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.6, then dv’ E lI,, i c S,, i + 
U, i and we are done. So we can assume v does not satisfy those conditions. 
Since dv” is canonical, max d, = max vV, and thus we can assume that there 
exists j such that vj < t,. 
But what is td? Since ui ,< ui < di, we know that di is a trapper. Now, di 
a trapper and di = max d, imply t, = di. 
We know that there exists j such that v < di, but we don’t know which 
side of d, that vj falls on. 
Suppose there exists j such that 9 < d,. Then define c E 55”’ and 
z E s” as follows: Let ck = ui + E and cp = dk for p # k. Let zq = d, for 
all q. Then by Definition 2.6, czt E ll, i. But ck and 9 are trapped in 
conjunction in the sum czt + dv’. This’ is a contradiction. So for all j, 
vi > d,. 
We have now restricted d and v enough to be able to show dvt E E, E + 
‘u, i’ 
Define b, c E Sm and y, z E 55n as follows. 
Let bi = di, and for p z i, let b, = up. Since i is not exceptional, 
b E Sm. In fact, b E B,,i. Since b, = up for p z i, we have s(b,) = 0 for 
p z i and therefore sb = s(bi) = u,. 
Let y = v. Since uj 2 d, for all j, we know that 9 2 dk > u1 = sb and 
max 6, = bi = di = max d, = max t+ = max yy. 
So by t is canonical. Therefore by t E X “, i 
Let c = d,d. Clearly, di = max d, implies ci = max cp, and d, > up or 
d, = max d, implies cp 2 up or cp = max c,. Therefore c E C, i. 
Let z 
r 
= d, for all 9. Then max cp = d, = zq, and for all 9, ‘zq = d, = 
t,. There ore, czt E U, i. 
Now we show that dvt = byt + czt. 
Let (wpq> = dv”. First, wiy = divq = I+, since di = max d, and dvt is 
canonical. But 
biyq + cizy = div4 + (dkdi)dk = v4 + d, = v4. 
since vq > d,. So, the ith rows are the same. 
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For p z i, wPq = dpwq = d,, since vq > d, = max.+ i d,. On the other 
hand, 
b 
PYY +%"Y 
= uI,vq + (dkd,)d, = up + d, = d,; 
since d E C, i guarantees d, > up or d, = max d,, and min d, = di > u1 
> up. Therefore, the other rows match too. 
Summarizing, either D E SE,, i + U, i or else X,,i + U, i contains a , 
matrix which when added to D results in a matrix of rank greater than one. 
But by our choice of D, for all A E %u i + U u i, A + D is 0 or of rank-l. 
Therefore, D E E,, i + U,, i. This proves that X”, i + lI,,i is a maximal 
rank-l space. n 
4. EXAMPLES 
It was clearly pointed out where the technical condition “i is not 
exceptional” was used in the above proof. What isn’t so clear is what 
Z,, i + II,, i looks like when i is exceptional. 
Suppose i is exceptional and byt E Eu, i; then there exists k # i such 
that uk = max up = u0 and u0 P .5 So, by the definition of B,,i, we have 
b, < uk. Also by the definition of B,, i, we have b, > uk or b, = max b,. 
Since we can’t have 6, < uk and b, > uk at the same time, we must have 
max b, = b, < uk = u,,. This implies b, < u. for all p. It is clear from the 
definition that B,, i is a proper subset of B,. In addition, b, < u. for all p, 
and thus sr, = t,. So th e conditions 5Z’, i places on y are identical to those of 
%3”. Therefore, X u i 2 2BTu,. We already know that Il, i c %3”, so Eu i + 
U u i c ‘B,. The containment can be proper, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let s be the rationals between 0 and 1, and let 
l/e 
u= 0.2 [ I 
Consider the rank-l subspace X,, 2 + Il,,, of d,,(S). The set a3, = JO, I] is 
the Dedekind completion of S. The integer 2 is exceptional in this case, 
because ui = l/e e S. We have shown above that 5X, _2 + II,,, c 583,. To 
see that the containment is proper, look at 
D= [i2][’ ll= [A, ;I. 
Clearly D E mu, but D @ Q,, i + U,, i. To see this, assume that D E YE”, i 
+ lI,,i; then D = byt + cz’, where byt E SZu,z and czt E U,,,. We have 
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1 = d,, = b, y, + crzr, so either b, = yr = 1 or cr = .zr = 1. But b, < l/e, 
so cr = 21 = 1. The restriction cs = max cP implies cs = 1 also; therefore 
0.2 = d,, = b, yr + cszr = czzl = (1X1) = 1. This is a contradiction, so 
D E Ku,, + II,,,. Thus a,,, + II,,, is not a maximal rank-l space. 
We now demonstrate, by example, that the class of maximal rank-l spaces 
described here [the (u, i)-spaces] is not contained in the class of u-spaces 
described in [ 11. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 
S = [0, I] and u = i:z . [ 1 
Note that 2 is not exceptional, so 5ZU, 2 + II,,, in .8&S) is a maximal rank-l 
space. 
The matrices 
[ i:z :::I = [:::][0.7 0.71 and [ y.7 :::I = [ y.7][ 1 0.71 
are contained in 5X, s c SXU,s + IX,,,. These two matrices are not contained 
in %3, for any v where max vk = 1, because different rows contain the 
maximal entries of the matrices. The second matrix is not contained in m2, 
for any w where max wk < 1, because in ?ZGo,, if a matrix contains a 1, then 
the whole row where it occurs must be l’s, since 1 is a trapper. 
Therefore the class of (u, i) = spaces is not contained in the class of 
u-spaces. 
Example 4.3 shows that the class of u-spaces is not contained in the class 
of (u, i)-spaces. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let 
S = [0, l] and u = i.5” . [.I 
Let %3, be the u-space of Ag2(S) described in [l]. The matrices 
[i5][1 11 = [i, :.,I and [:‘“I[1 11 = [y” f-“] 
are in Y%BU, but they are not both contained in any (u, i)-space. 
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we must have i = 1. But in order to have 
we must have i = 2. This is because if 
[:,,, ;.,I =byt + czt> 
either b, = y1 = 1 or ci = .zi = 1. If b, = y1 = l,, then i = 1, since the ith 
entry of b is the only entry allowed to be as large as 1. If c1 = zi = 1, then 
since ci = max cp, we have i = 1 or c2 = 1. But c2 = 1 implies that 0.5 = 
b 2Yl + C2Zl 2 C2Zl = (1x1) = 1. Therefore i = 1. 
A similar argument shows that if 
[ ;.” :).“I , , E lx’, j + u, j, 
then i = 2. 
Since i cannot be both 1 and 2 at the same time, au, is not a (u, i&space. 
5. COUNTEREXAMPLE 
All of the maximal rank-l spaces which we have constructed so far have 
been obtained by extending a full factor space. We can demonstrate that not 
all maximal rank-l spaces can be constructed this way by exhibiting a maximal 
rank-l space which contains no full factor space. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let B be the Boolean (0, 1) semiring. For i, j < n let 
A.. E_&,,@) such that a = 1 if p < i and 
Similarly, let Eij r&,,(BP4such that ePY = 
q <j and apq = 0 otherwise. 
lifp=iandq=jandepy=O 
otherwise. For n z 2, let a,, = { Aij : j = i or j = i + 1) U {E,,, 0). We 
will show that %X,, is a maximal rank-l space and that for n > 2, !!ln contains 
no nonzero factor spaces. 
Order the nonzero non-E,, elements of %n as follows: A,, < A,, < A,, 
<A,,< .** < Ai i < Ai i+l < *** < A,_, n <A,, n. Notice that if Aij < 
A,,, then Aij + A;, = A;,. The sum A,, + ‘E,, = A,,, and for all Aij E ?l,, 
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except A,, we have Aij + E,, = Ai ., and so ‘3, is closed. Clearly, all 
nonzero elements of ?I, have a Boo ean rank of one, so ‘!?I, is a Boolean r’ 
rank- 1 space. 
To show that 3, is maximal, suppose B is a rank-l matrix which is not in 
?I n. We will show that there exists an element in %‘I n which when added to B 
will result in a matrix which is not rank-l. 
If for all the elements Aij which have been ordered above, B + Aij = B, 
then B = A,,, which is impossible, since B e %,. So let Aij be the first in 
the above ordering such that B + Aij f B. If i =j = 1, then b,, = 0, so by 
[l, Lemma 2.91, either the first row of B is all O’s or the first column is all 0’s. 
Suppose the first row of B is all 0’s. Then either B + A,, is not rank-l or 
every column of B but the first is made up of O’s, by [l, Lemma 2.91. Now, B 
is a nonzero matrix, so it contains at least one 1 and, by the above, the first 
column is the only place it can be. We know that the (1,l) entry of B is 0, so 
suppose bkl = 1 where k > 1. Then B + A,, is not rank-l, since the (k,2) 
entry in B + A,, is 0 and is trapped by the l’s in positions (k, 1) and (1,2) [l, 
Definition 2.101. 
Suppose the first column of B is all 0’s. Then either B + A,, is not 
rank-l or every row of B but the first is made up of O’s, by [l, Lemma 2.91. 
As above, the first row of B must contain a 1 outside of position (1,l). If it 
contains only one in the (1,2) position, then B = E,, E Yl,,, so we can 
assume b,[ = 1, where 1 # 1,2. Then B + A,, is not rank-l, because the 
(2, I) entry in the sum is 0 and is trapped by the l’s in positions (2,l) and 
(II). 
If j = i with i > 1, then there exists a q with 1 < q < i such that 
biq = 0. Since B is rank-l and B + Ai_l,i = B, [l, Lemma 2.91 implies the 
ith row of B is made of O’s; thus i < n, for otherwise B = A,,_ I n. Now, 
either B + Aii is not rank-l or else columns i + 1 through n are 6s. Since 
B @ %,,, there exist s, t such that b,y, = 1, i < s < n, and 1 < t < i. But 
now we know that B + A, i+ 1 is not rank-l, because the 0 in the entry 
(s,i + 1) is trapped by the l’s in positions (s, t> and (1, i + 1). A similar 
argument will hold if j = i + 1 by switching the roles of rows and columns. 
Therefore $?I,, is a maximal rank-l space. 
Suppose n > 2 and u is a nonzero vector in B”. Then clearly ueI, E 58" 
c mu,. But ue", E an, since it has nonzero entries in the nth column only. A 
similar argument shows that Yin contains no right factor spaces. 
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